Evaluation of a framework for case development and simulated patient training for complex procedures.
Simulation for training and assessing clinicians is increasing but often overlooks the patient's perspective. In this paper, actors are trained to portray patients undergoing operations under local anesthetic within a high-fidelity simulated operating theater (SOT). There are few published accounts of approaches to case development and simulated patient (SP) training. We assess the feasibility of SPs playing complex surgical roles and evaluate a three-phased framework for case development and SP training. We developed two patient roles for carotid endarterectomy (CEA) under local anesthesia. In all cases, the conscious patient interacted with the surgical team throughout the procedure. SPs were trained to simulate routine and crisis situations, using our framework. After consulting with each SP, surgeons "performed" a CEA upon a model attached to the SP. Evaluation of the framework used interviews, observations, and written evaluations with SPs, surgeons, and the project team. Descriptive statistics summarize surgeons' ratings of realism and qualitative data are analyzed thematically. In all, 46 simulations were conducted with 23 surgeons and three SPs. Real patient interview transcripts provided SPs with authentic information. The SP framework was easy to use, SP training was successful and surgeons' rated SP realism very highly. SPs valued guidance from the SOT control room using an audiolink. Actors can be trained to portray patients undergoing complex procedures. Our framework for case development and SP training was effective in creating realistic roles. Future studies could evaluate this framework for additional procedures.